This weapon and its associated ammunition were the development of one Lt. Col. Blacker who, in 1939/40
turned his inventive mind to a low cost anti-tank weapon to be used in the German invasion of England that
was expected at any moment. The weapon was a spigot type launching the projectile from a steel spigot
mounted inside a light protective sleeve resembling a barrel with several vents cut into the base to release
the propelling gasses.
The weapon was issued to the Home Guard as an emergency stopgap until something better came along.
Some of these devices were in fact issued to the regular Army. Once the danger of invasion had clearly
passed the weapon was withdrawn from service.
691mm
100mm
14lb HE Blacker bombard

The bombard minus its legs. Photo
courtesy of the Imperial War Museum,
London.

Clearly shown here is the firing mechanism and the vent
through which may be seen the spigot inside the launch
tube.
A group of Home guard
personnel being given a
demonstration of the
Blacker Bombard. The
group doesn’t seem all
that interested judging
by the looks on their
faces.
By the shape of the bomb this may be one of
the original 20lb bombs with the fairing to
streamline the bomb. This was later
discontinued.

BOMB SPIGOT H.E. 29mm MORTAR, 14LB Mk I
Has a cast iron body originally filled with 1lb 4oz of 80/20 Amatol but, because of the cast iron body this
charge proved to be too violent producing very poor fragmentation. The problem was overcome by simply
placing a chipboard box inside the body and filling only the box with HE leaving a gap between the box and
the projectile walls.
These bombs were marked in accordance with artillery practice of the day with weight zone markings as
follows:
Symbol
+2
+1
0
-1
-2

weight
Below 15lb 4oz but over 15lb
Below 15lb but over 14lb 12oz
Below 14lb 12 oz but over 14lb 8oz
Below 14lb 8oz but over 14lb 4oz
Below 14lb 4oz but over 14lb

The bombs were supplied in a rolled cardboard cylinder and they were fuzed on issue with the launcher
cartridge in place. The fuze supplied was the fuze percussion base No. 283.

Found on the body will be the
casting information as
follows:
CI 29mm S.MOR 14lb I the
contractor code letter and
castings number the day,
month and year of the
casting.
The forepart of the bomb is
painted buff and marked with
a ring of red crosses and a
green band indicating TNT
content. Fuzed bombs were
supplied with a khaki
adhesive band applied around the lower body and unfuzed bombs with a white one.

The internal construction of the two main HE
mortars the 14lb and the 20lb.
Filling hole cap.
Fuze
Percussion DA
No 152/152A
Forebody.
Chipboard
H.E. filling.
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Washer &
Mortar Spigot 29mm

Mortar spigot 29mm 20lb.

Bomb spigot, H.E. Anti-Tank 29mm Mortar, 20lb MkI.
This was the tank buster projectile for the 29mm mortar and it was made in two pieces joined towards the
rear of the body. The body was made from steel plate and like its anti-personnel counterpart it consisted of a
body attached to a propulsion unit fitted with tail fins. In place of the fuze hole in the body this type of bomb
is a filling plug as it was filled through the nose. Later models of this bomb were fitted with a stabilizing
ring just forward of the maximum diameter and projecting out approximately 9mm. The addition of this ring
improved the accuracy of the bomb markedly. The body was filled with Nobels No. 808 explosive, which
was a proprietary gelignite.
The bomb uses Fuze percussion base No. 283. The exploder pellet is Nobels explosive No. 831.
Overall the bomb is larger and has a longer tail unit in comparison with the 14lb HE bomb.
690mm

152mm

Symbol
+2
+1
0
-1
-2

weight
Below 20lb but over 19lb 12oz
Below 19lb 12 oz but over 19lb 8oz
Below 19lb 8 oz but over 19lb 4oz
Below 19lb 4oz but over 19lb
Below 19lb but over 18lb 12 oz
A sand filled practice bomb photo courtesy of the Imperial
War Museum London. This bomb is interesting in that
while it is a practice bomb it was not intended as an
ordinary practice item. It was designed to be fired once in
practice only. The injunction given at the time was that it
was to be fired on important exercises only.
It was painted black with the propulsion unit being painted
service green. The filling for the body could be sand,
cement or an unspecified High explosive substitute.
The fuze container was provided with a dummy fuze and a
wood block.

GP igniter

Base

Cordite chg.

Cover

17.5 gm for the
20lb HE bomb

Cartridge
20 gm Mk I
17.5 gm
12 gm

12 gm for use with
the 20/15 prac bomb.

20 gm Mk 1 for the
14lb HE bombs.

Cordite charge
10gm x WM 118 & 10gm x WM. 061
8.75 gm x WM 118 & 8.75 gms x WM 061
3 gms x WM 118 & 9 gms x WM 061

Igniter charge
10 grains of TS 2 GP
10 grains of TS 2 GP
20 grains of GP

The cordite lengths were 50mm long and the cartridge was based on a 20mm Madsen case. The cover was
lightly attached to the base and the GP igniter was separated from the cordite by a celluloid disk.

Fuze percussion
base No. 283.
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The fuze No. 283 was made from mazak and if encountered today it should be approached with caution as
the material had a very short shelf life. The detonator was a 5-grain lead azide pellet another material to be
approached carefully.
On firing the detent sets back allowing the shutter to move under the influence of the shutter spring. This can
only commence when the acceleration after firing has fallen to a level sufficient for the spring to overcome
the frictional forces of the shutter parts. This action brings the detonator into line with the striker. On impact
the striker flies forward and hits the detonator commencing the chain reaction of main filling.
The MkI fuze could be armed with a very short drop due to the heavy detent.
To hold the shutter in the armed position the detent had to rise back to its original position thus locking the
shutter. In the MkI the detent quite often rose too quickly jamming the shutter out of alignment.
The MkI could also be inserted the wrong way round.

The MkII was provided with a lighter detent thus requiring a greater acceleration to make it move.
The MkII detent was given a tapered channel to jam it in the down position, a tube in the relief channel came
forward and locked the shutter in the armed position.
The MkII was fitted with three stops on the base to ensure insertion in the correct orientation.
MkI fuzes were issued from the filling factories after November 1941 with a rubber stamp indicating the
correct orientation for insertion.

The symbol

after the fuze lot number indicates the use of dextrinated lead azide in the detonator.

For details of the No.152 and 152A fuzes see the Fuze section.

Markings that may be found on
29mm rounds.
Active filling symbol
indicating suitable for use in
all climates.

Filler and date of
filling.

Type of filling.

Lot No.

Khaki tape indicating
a fuzed round.

